Energetics and Escape of Interchain-Delocalized Ion Pairs in Nonpolar Media.
The electron acceptor F4TCNQ p-dopes aggregates "nanowires" of poly(3-hexylthiophene) in nonpolar solvents but does not dope unaggregated chains. The standard free energy change for the charge transfer to form an ion pair is ΔG°et = -0.21 eV. The dissociation constant to produce free ions in toluene by DC conductivity is K°d = 1 × 10-8 ± 50% (ΔG°d = 0.48 ± 0.05 eV). This remarkably large K°d , for ions in such a low polarity medium, may reflect interchain delocalization of the hole. The particular characteristics of this material system enables determination of both ΔG°et and ΔG°d , to find the overall free energy change from the two neutral species to completely separated ions in nonpolar media. It is endergonic by +0.27 ± 0.05 eV in contrast to -0.6 eV estimated from reported HOMO LUMO differences, illustrating the challenges that persist in determining such energetics. Steady state microwave conductivity experiments on doped aggregates confirm that holes in the aggregates cannot easily escape their dopant counterion, but at higher dopant concentrations, holes become mobile. These results provide insight into the mechanisms of charge separation involving intermolecularly delocalized charges in nonpolar media, an integral process in organic photovoltaic devices and doped molecular films.